KECK CENTER FELLOWSHIP AWARDS 2011–2012

ARTHUR R. ADAMS FELLOWSHIP IN INTERNATIONAL AND STRATEGIC STUDIES

VERONICA SALAS ’14

"Energy Security in Brazil: A Driving Factor for Whether the Country Emerges as a Key Player in Our MultiPolar World"

CHENGWEI CAPITAL FELLOWSHIP IN CHINESE STUDIES

MANASSINEE MOOTTATARN ’13

"The Growing Dimension of Chinese and Latin American Economic Ties: A Peaceful Partnership?"

JACK STARK FELLOWSHIP IN SECURITY STUDIES

SARA BIRKENTHAL ’13

"U. S. Drone Strikes in Pakistan: A Strategic Analysis"

DONALD A. HENRIKSEN FELLOWSHIP IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL ECONOMY

LYDIA (YANCAN) LI ’13

"Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement: Policy and Opportunity After the Trade Collapse"